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ABOUT INACSL23
The International Nursing Association for Clinical and 
Simulation Learning (INACSL) is comprised of more than 2,300 
members worldwide dedicated to advancing the science of 
healthcare simulation. Founded in 2002, INACSL’s mission is 
to be the global leader in the art and science of healthcare 
simulation through excellence in nursing education, practice, 
and research. This year, INACSL is celebrating our 20th 
anniversary of serving the healthcare simulation community.

Help us celebrate and join INACSL June 14-17 in Providence, 
Rhode Island at INACSL23, a leading forum for simulationists, 
researchers, and solution providers creating the ideal 
environment to gain and disseminate current, state-of-the-art 
knowledge in the areas of skills, simulation operations, and 
applications in an evidenced-based venue.

At INACSL23, healthcare professionals will have the opportunity 
to network with colleagues and exhibitors, discuss best 
practices as it relates to competencies, safety, and quality 
performance indicators, and advance the science of simulation.

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!
Join us this June as we celebrate  
Imagining the Future of Simulation.

WHY ATTEND:
 › Experience the latest innovations in nursing simulation 
and learning resources while revisiting tried-and-true 
methodologies.

 › Explore future simulation opportunities using  
evidence-based practice.

 › Determine new directions for simulation and learning 
resource centers.

 › Explore strategies to integrate technology in curriculum 
and practice.

 › Examine the challenges of managing nursing simulation/
learning resource centers.

 › Network with colleagues and experts.

 › Earn up to 19.25 CNE credits during the conference  
and an additional 8 CNE can be earned for attending  
a pre-conference workshop.

 › Network with healthcare simulation professionals with 
buying power.

 › Celebrate 20 years of INACSL during our milestone 
anniversary year.

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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FRIDAY, JUNE 16

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Breakfast in the Exhibit Hall

8:00 a.m. - 8:15 a.m. INACSL Excellence Awards & Journal Awards

8:15 a.m. - 9:15 a.m. Hayden Vanguard Keynote: Sok Ying Liaw

9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

1:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m. Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

2:30 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

5:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. INACSL 20th Anniversary Celebration*

SATURDAY, JUNE 17

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Breakfast in the Atrium

8:00 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. Concurrent Sessions

10:45 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. Break

11:00 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. Closing Remarks

11:15 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. Endnote Panel Presentation 

SCHEDULE-AT-A-GLANCE
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14

7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. SIM Tours 
Brought to you by the Rhode Island House

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Workshop Breakfast

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Workshops  
(Additional fee required)

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. CHSE Blueprint Review Workshop 
(Additional fee required)

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. Lunch

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Workshops 
(Additional fee required)

5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Grand Opening of the INACSL23 Exhibit Hall  
with Poster Viewing

THURSDAY, JUNE 15

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Breakfast in the Exhibit Hall

8:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m. Welcome Remarks & Keynote: Dr. Tami West

9:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. Lunch in the Exhibit Hall

2:30 p.m. - 5:15 p.m. Concurrent Sessions

5:15 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Reception with Poster Viewing

All times listed below are in Eastern Standard Time (EST).

 *Complimentary event but pre-registration required. Visit our registration page  
to learn more.

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
https://www.inacsl.org/program-inacsl23
https://www.inacsl.org/inacsl23-registration
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION
DR. TAMI WEST
Thursday, June 15  I  8:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m. EST

Stress Expert and “The Funny 
Motivational Speaker,” Dr. Tami West 
uses her entertaining and compelling 
style to shine a new light on how 
to transform your life and discover 
solutions to life’s challenges. 

Her passion stems from a lifelong battle 
with an anxiety disorder which has uniquely 
equipped her to teach, encourage, and 
motivate others. Tami has worked in a variety 
of industries including healthcare, school 
nutrition, corporate sales, and a 10-year 
stint as a public-school teacher. In 2013 she 
received her PhD in human development, 
studying the topics of stress, emotions,  
and identity.  

Dr. West has spoken in 48 states across the 
US, as well as the United Kingdom, Australia, 
and New Zealand. In any given year, Tami 
speaks to groups with audiences consisting 
of anywhere from 100 to 3,000 people. 
Her audiences are diverse and include 
Danbury Federal Prison inmates, teachers 
and administrative assistants, and senior 
executives at Social Security Administration. 
Dr. West is the author of several successful 
publications including two books: The Stress 
Club: Life Without the Monsters and Thrive. 
Tami is the mother of eight in a blended 
family and enjoys reading historical fiction, 
traveling with her husband Tim and family, 
and watching “The Big Bang Theory.”

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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Associate Professor Sok Ying Liaw has 
led an interdisciplinary team to create 
a desktop virtual reality simulation 
known as Create Real-time Experience 
And Teamwork In Virtual Environment 
(CREATIVE). 

The CREATIVE has made it possible to 
bring students from six healthcare courses 
(medical, nursing, pharmacy, physiotherapy, 
occupational therapy and social work) to 
undertake interprofessional education (IPE) in 
Singapore. Using CREATIVE, Sok Ying has led 
the team to pursue a programmatic research 
approach in advancing the educational 
innovation and research on virtual reality 
simulation for interprofessional education. 
A total of 10 peer-reviewed articles were 
published. Her team has successful translated 
CREATIVE into medicine and nursing 

curriculums. To date, over 2000 medical 
and nursing students were trained using 
CREATIVE. The CREATIVE has further evolved 
by integrating artificial intelligent (AI) agent 
into the virtual reality simulation. 

Sok Ying’s PRIME research focuses on 
Patient safety with emphasis on: Recognising 
and responding to clinical deterioration; 
Interprofessional collaboration and education, 
Manpower nursing workforce and development 
and; Experiential learning using simulation. 
She has led the development and evaluation 
of simulation-based educational programmes 
including e-RAPIDS (Rescuing A Patient In 
Deterioration Situation) and CREATIVE (Create 
Real-time And Teamwork In Virtual Environment) 
which were translated into curriculums and 
licensed to overseas institutions.

HAYDEN VANGUARD LECTURESHIP
LIAW SOK YING, PHD, MHS(ED), BHSN, ADV DIPN(NEURO), RN
Friday, June 16  I  8:00 a.m. - 9:15 a.m. EST

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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The NCSBN National Simulation Study data 
collection was completed in 2013 is now 10 
years old. This panel composed of the study 
research team, a representative from the 
NCSBN, and some of the site coordinators, 
will look back on what it was like to plan and 
participate in the study. The ramifications 
for study sites and the study impact on the 
NCSBN and future planning will be discussed.  
The NCSBN plans for future, if any, simulation 
research, will be shared.

1. Discuss a high level overview of the NCSBN 
Sim Study and findings.

2. Describe site coordinators’ experiences 
and lessons learned from their study 
participation.

3. Reflect on the ramifications of the study in 
the US and worldwide. 

Why would someone want to attend? The 
NCSBN National Simulation Study had a 
profound effect on simulation education in 
the US and the world. The why, who, how, 
and what of the study will be reviewed.  The 
NCSBN plans for future simulation studies, if 
any, will be discussed.  

A PANEL 
OF HEALTHCARE SIMULATION EXPERTS DISCUSSING THE NCSBN NATIONAL 
SIMULATION STUDY 10 YEAR RETROSPECTIVE: REFLECTIONS, LESSONS 
LEARNED, AND MOVING FORWARD

MARYANN ALEXANDER, PHD, RN, FAAN; HENRY HENAO, MSN, APRN, FNP-BC, CHSE;  
PAMELA JEFFRIES, PHD, RN, FAAN, ANEF, FSSH; SUZAN KARDONG-EDGREN, PHD, RN, ANEF,  
CHSE, FSSH, FAAN; ROCHELLE QUINN, RN, MSN, CHSE; SANDY SVOBODA, RN, MS, FCCM
Saturday, June 17  I  10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. EST

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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WORKSHOPS

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

ASPE Workshop: Introduction to SP Case Development & Advanced 
Methods for Including Community Voices to Diversify Simulation 
Curriculum (morning workshop)

Presented by: Lou Clark, PhD, MFA – President-Elect, Association of SP 
Educators, Executive Director, M Simulation, University of Minnesota; Denise 
LaMarra, MS, CHSE, VP of Operations, Association of SP Educators, Director, 
SP Program, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

The first part of this workshop will introduce participants to the SP 
case development process. Small groups will review Association of SP 
Educators (ASPE) Standards of Best Practice Domain 2 and transfer a case 
synopsis into the recently updated ASPE Case Development Template. 
Participants will develop an appreciation for the collaborative nature of case 
development and an understanding of how to use the Case Development 
Template to build robust cases.

In the second part of this workshop, presenters will share examples 
of how participants can build on the basics of case development to 
include partners from underserved community populations. Presenters 
will highlight examples of SP cases for nurse learners for which SP 
Educators collaborated with members of transgender/nonbinary and Native 
communities. Examples will include a review of the case development 
process with feedback from community members, lessons learned from 
piloting the new cases, and sharing updates with participating community 
members throughout the process.

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 

CHSE Blueprint Review Workshop

Gain the confidence and knowledge you need to become a Certified 
Healthcare Simulation Educator (CHSE) by attending the Society for 
Simulation in Healthcare’s (SSH) new CHSE Blueprint Review Workshop in 
partnership with INACSL. Earning the CHSE certification will help advance 
your career, position you as a leader in the field, and demonstrate your 
commitment to advancing simulation developments. This one-day course 
provides essential information on: 

 › The components of the CHSE certification process, including 
prerequisites, the application process, and study resources

 › How to identify areas of focus in your CHSE exam preparations

 › The tools you need to create your step-by-step action plan blueprint 
guided by well-known, experienced simulation experts

This year, INACSL will offer a series of workshops, taking place throughout the day on Wednesday, June 14. Attendees can select one 
workshop during each time slot. Space is limited to 40 attendees per workshop.

All times listed below are in Eastern Standard Time (EST).

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 

ASPE Workshop: Introduction to SP Case Development &  
Advanced Methods for Including Community Voices to Diversify 
Simulation Curriculum (afternoon workshop)

Presented by: Lou Clark, PhD, MFA – President-Elect, Association of SP 
Educators, Executive Director, M Simulation, University of Minnesota; Denise 
LaMarra, MS, CHSE, VP of Operations, Association of SP Educators, Director, 
SP Program, Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

The first part of this workshop will introduce participants to the SP case 
development process. Small groups will review Association of SP Educators 
(ASPE) Standards of Best Practice Domain 2 and transfer a case synopsis 
into the recently updated ASPE Case Development Template. Participants will 
develop an appreciation for the collaborative nature of case development 
and an understanding of how to use the Case Development Template to 
build robust cases.

In the second part of this workshop, presenters will share examples of how 
participants can build on the basics of case development to include partners 
from underserved community populations. Presenters will highlight examples of 
SP cases for nurse learners for which SP Educators collaborated with members 
of transgender/nonbinary and Native communities. Examples will include 
a review of the case development process with feedback from community 
members, lessons learned from piloting the new cases, and sharing updates 
with participating community members throughout the process.

8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. cont.

Conception to Inception: The Journey of the Simulation Scholar

Presented by: Julie Greenawalt, PhD, RNC-OB, CHSE; Mindi Anderson, PhD, 
APRN, CPNP-PC, CNE, CHSE-A, ANEF, FSSH, FAAN; Leann Horsley, PhD, RN, 
CHSE, CNE; Laura Gonzalez, PhD, APRN, CNE, CHSE-A, ANEF, FAAN

Often scholars who submit/present their scholarly projects at a conference 
do to not take the next step towards dissemination through publication. To 
facilitate success in the emerging scholar, four experienced simulationists 
have come together to share their stories and foster successes for future 
pioneers of scholarly publications. Successes and best-practices to achieve 
the desired goal of disseminating one’s work will be shared. Attendees will 
learn basic skills, easy tips, and best practices to begin their scholarly 
journey. From opportunities for funding, abstract development, manuscript 
publication, and dissemination of other practices.

SimGHOSTS: Making Hardware “Easy”ware (morning workshop)

Presented by: Erica Hinojosa, CHSOS-A, SimGHOSTS Board Secretary

This workshop will cover concepts and tips for maintaining and 
troubleshooting common simulation manikins and task trainer products, 
delving into how the software operation and programming interface can be 
used to enhance simulation delivery. Learn tips and tricks to support and 
maintain simulation equipment, as well as the technology interface between 
the physical tools and the operator.

WORKSHOPS All times listed below are in Eastern Standard Time (EST).

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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SIM Tours
Presented by: Rhode Island House

This interactive workshop will provide participants with the tools The 
Rhode Island Nursing Education Center (RINEC) is 133,000 square feet of 
laboratory, classroom and office space in collaboration with the Rhode 
Island College Onanian School of Nursing and the University of Rhode Island 
College of Nursing. The RINEC, overseen by the Rhode Island Office of the 
Postsecondary Commissioner, serves as a Providence-based facility for 
baccalaureate, masters and doctoral level curriculum delivery. The Center 
combines leading technology with a rigorous experiential learning curriculum, 
placing Rhode Island at the forefront of the nation in nursing education.

The various learning spaces – classrooms, labs, simulation suites, 
study areas – are all shared facilities between the two institutions. This 
collaborative, shared approach is in support of the RINEC mission: to 
provide a state-of-the-art center for the education of aspiring and practicing 
nurses who will lead the transformation of healthcare in Rhode Island and 
beyond. The Rhode Island College Onanian School of Nursing Simulation 
Program is accredited by the Society for Simulation in Healthcare in the 
areas of Teaching and Education.

During this INACSL23 pre-conference tour:

 › Participants will learn how a fully functioning simulated apartment can 
enhance their activities.

 › Participants will learn how flexible spaces can expand their capacity, such 
as the multi-patient room (ER), and the standardized patient exams rooms.

 › Participants will learn how the RINEC catalyzes existing teaching and 
research, creates new learning opportunities, and fosters productive 
collaborations and partnerships.

The tour will include guides to help escort participants to the various 
demonstration projects within the simulation center and then participants 
are invited to attend a networking luncheon held within the building on the 
3rd floor of the beautiful Riverview Lounge — one of the best views of the 
river and the city of Providence!

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. cont.

Your Own EHR (Electronic Health Record): A Hands-On Workshop

Presented by: Valorie MacKenna, PhD, RN, CNE, CHASE; Dawn Sarage, MSN, 
RN, CNL, CMSRN, CHSE; Dan Roggi, Roston Kirk, BA

A gap in knowledge exists for nursing educators’ ability to provide Electronic 
Health Records (EHRs) training to nursing students. The updated Essentials 
for Nursing Education (AACN, 2021) recommend graduates of nursing 
programs develop competence with informatics and healthcare technologies. 
Limited access to EHRs in the clinical environment forces educators to 
find alternative solutions. Through active participation and following along 
with the step-by-step tutorial, all learners will be able to create and save a 
Google Sheets file as a reusable EHR chart element. First-time attendees will 
receive foundational design information, and returning participants will build 
on previously acquired skills and enhance their projects with new features, 
such as barcode scanning.

SimGHOSTS: Making Hardware “Easy”ware (afternoon workshop)

Presented by: Erica Hinojosa, CHSOS-A, SimGHOSTS Board Secretary

This workshop will cover concepts and tips for maintaining and 
troubleshooting common simulation manikins and task trainer products, 
delving into how the software operation and programming interface can be 
used to enhance simulation delivery. Learn tips and tricks to support and 
maintain simulation equipment, as well as the technology interface between 
the physical tools and the operator.

WORKSHOPS All times listed below are in Eastern Standard Time (EST).

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS
INACSL will offer several opportunities outside of the conference educational sessions to expand your healthcare simulation 
knowledge during INACSL23.

MEMBERS

CHSE Prep Course $425

Workshop $115

SIM Center Tour $225

NON-MEMBERS

CHSE Prep Course $425

Workshop $125

SIM Center Tour $250

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
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20 YEARS OF INACSL
INACSL 20TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
Join us for a night of celebrating INACSL’s milestone year with 
your fellow healthcare simulationists! During this celebration, 
you’ll be treated to food and drinks while you toast to being the 
global leader in the art and science of healthcare simulation. 

Free for attendees; pre-registration is required to attend.

YEAR-ROUND CELEBRATION
Over the past 20 years, our organization has grown into the 
strong association that we are today and we are excited to 
celebrate with you year-round. 

One way to show off your love for simulation is to share 
your photos and memories from past INACSL conferences, 
workshops, board meeting, or from spending time with your 
favorite colleagues. 

With so much to commemorate, continue to follow along with 
our 20th anniversary celebrations all year long!

EXHIBIT HALL
Create new connections and learn about the latest simulation 
technology at INACSL23. With 30+ vendors, there’s something 
for everyone at this year’s conference. View the Exhibit Hall 
schedule for a peek at everything we have in store for you in 
Providence, RI.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14

5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Welcome Reception in Exhibit Hall

THURSDAY, JUNE 15

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Exhibit Hall Open & Breakfast

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open & Lunch

4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open & Reception

FRIDAY, JUNE 16

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. Exhibit Hall Open & Breakfast

12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall Open & Lunch

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
http://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_EptiADIE3VtiJdANYM9dirGnYMLj7Bt
https://floorplan.smithbucklin.com/fxfloorplan/22inacs/exfx.html#floorplan
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REGISTRATION

WEDNESDAY,  
JUNE 14

THURSDAY,  
JUNE 15

FRIDAY,  
JUNE 16

SATURDAY,  
JUNE 17

INACSL Member $310 $375 $375 $250

Non-Member $410 $475 $475 $325

THURSDAY, JUNE 15 - SATURDAY, JUNE 17

Exhibit Hall Only $50

ONE DAY REGISTRATION

EXHIBIT HALL ONLY REGISTRATION
REGULAR  

REGISTRATION
LATE 

REGISTRATION

INACSL Member $717 $847

Non-Member $874 $927

Student* $517 $517

International 
Pricing** International Pricing rates vary and can be found here. *  To qualify for Student Pricing, individuals must be an 

undergraduate level (associate and baccalaureate students) 
or graduate level (masters and doctorial students) student. 
Student pricing requires a valid current copy of the student’s 
transcript. Therefore, individuals registering as a Student 
must include a current transcript along with your request for 
processing of registration. 

**  International Pricing allows you to pay to attend at a rate 
consistent with your ability to pay based on your country 
of residence. You must be a resident living in the country in 
question in order to take advantage of International Pricing.

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
https://www.inacsl.org/conference-international-pricing
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HOTEL & TRAVEL
A room block has been set aside for INACSL23 participants at the Omni Providence Hotel, the Graduate Providence, and the Hilton 
Providence. All rooms are limited and on a first-come, first-served basis. The hotel cutoff date is Friday, May 12 or whenever the 
rooms sell out – whichever occurs first. All three hotels are conveniently located a short walking distance away from the Rhode 
Island Convention Center.

Updated as of February 28, 2023

OMNI  
PROVIDENCE
1 W. Exchange Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 598-8000

Rate: $199/night +  
tax and fees

GRADUATE  
PROVIDENCE
11 Dorrance Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 421-0700

Rate: $199/night +  
tax and fees

HILTON  
PROVIDENCE
21 Atwells Avenue
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 831-3900

Rate: $209/night +  
tax and fees

AIRPORT TRANSPORTATION
A variety of transportation options are available from the 
airport to the hotels, including taxi, ride share, and public 
buses. The approximate cost for a taxi cab to and from the 
airport is about $30 each way.

Uber and Lyft both service the Rhode Island T.F. Green 
International Airport. Parking is available at the hotels, rates 
and directions can be found on the hotel’s website above.

TRAVEL INFORMATION
The closest airport to the Rhode Island Convention Center  
is the Rhode Island T.F. Green International Airport (PVD). It  
is approximately 20 minutes from the airport to the  
convention center.

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
https://www.inacsl.org/hotel-and-travel-inacsl23
https://www.omnihotels.com/hotels/providence/meetings/inacsl-06102023
https://www.omnihotels.com/hotels/providence/meetings/inacsl-06102023
https://www.graduatehotels.com/providence/#/booking/step-1?group=2306INACS1&arrive=6%2F14%2F2023&depart=6%2F16%2F2023
https://www.hilton.com/en/book/reservation/rooms/?ctyhocn=PVDPRHF&arrivalDate=2023-06-10&departureDate=2023-06-19&groupCode=INACSL&room1NumAdults=1&cid=OM%2CWW%2CHILTONLINK%2CEN%2CDirectLink&bm-verify=AAQAAAAG_____5sTagSjxAAHRgvQybx13ox2oPm4ZTeHvSEdGhzpAbAyxN0XZ3X4KSxrwtKy6_zXERLsAIExZqQ9XdF2YeeaFHcujQmiNm44W8aTdXbMT8OdcJKrNdtsv45fMfF6ZMWb0LZzf1HpKd5F8X8gabA3C-30AdP9BZMBS2W_jwpnusQeoBf5Z1v4i23BZ8TfSVH8hAEM5YATdsCjJrcQtahjytT-85thRgUS7O7V7P4-NYqGRj5GTP736ICpndQUU4EscWIG6U_8YCp8ugizrYsjUT2SOIhVf3-bVhV1IRj1VocWJ4dZG8e_Nq1LTmAPuYDjF1iGOIjJps1Cw5H4hM2MrVOzfG27jOxRBCb90kuto8LTF4-N07FEZBTpCuazlZM6tfu5LVmrnjPW-TRIXjxJDwRBLXBO7WWmTeBL6VSsM5i5GGgpYMf8_w3Lp2OW4yXncq7KeJQyuXZzHp_tO4yNDFc4dLtQudw_eokmuKDA4bcNdYbjPHW4P710x7UoeASXYw
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EXPLORE PROVIDENCE
Signature Providence Events: Extend your trip for 
INACSL23 to experience WaterFire, an award-winning fire 
sculpture installation on the three rivers in downtown 

Providence on Saturdays. From sunset to midnight, see flickering 
firelight on the arched bridges, a flotilla of performers traveling 
along the river in torch-lit vessels, and music from all over the 
world while strolling the scenic river walks.

Providence, Rhode Island is known as The Creative Capital. It 
blends small town accessibility and friendliness with big city 
culture, sophistication, and variety. From delicious restaurants 
and historic sites to exciting nightlife and WaterFire – 
Providence has something for everyone! 

History Buffs: Providence is the place to immerse 
yourself in this country’s rich heritage. Settled in June 
1636 and one of the original 13 colonies, it is one of 

New England’s oldest cities. 19th-century mercantile buildings 
in the Federal and Victorian architectural styles abound in 
downtown Providence. Take a self-guided walking tour or visit 
the John Brown House Museum, a landmark from the 18th 
century, and the Governor Henry Lippitt House Museum, an 
American national historic landmark.

Art & Culture Lovers: The Rhode Island School of 
Design Museum contains the 20th-largest collection 
in the United States. The Providence Athenæum is the 

fourth oldest library in the United States which renowned poet 
Edgar Allan Poe and writer H. P. Lovecraft frequented.

Culinary Connoisseurs: Providence is reputed to have 
the most coffee and doughnut shops per capita of any 
city in the country, and one of the highest number of 

restaurants per capita compared to other major U.S. cities. Dine 
with a view at Cafe Nuovo, Hemenway’s, and Jacky’s Galaxie. 
Find a restaurant in Providence by neighborhood.

And so much more! Visit GoProvidence.com 
to learn more about the city, plan your trip, 
download a free visitor’s guide, and read the 
Blog Providence.

https://www.facebook.com/INACSLsimulation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/international-nursing-association-for-clinical-simulation-and-learning/
https://twitter.com/INACSL
https://www.goprovidence.com/things-to-do/historic-providence/
https://www.goprovidence.com/listing/john-brown-house-museum/10985/
https://www.goprovidence.com/listing/governor-henry-lippitt-house-museum/10252/
https://risdmuseum.org/
https://risdmuseum.org/
https://providenceathenaeum.org/
https://www.cafenuovo.com/
https://www.hemenwaysrestaurant.com/
https://jackysgalaxie.com/locations/waterplace-providence
https://jackysgalaxie.com/locations/waterplace-providence
https://www.goprovidence.com/
https://www.goprovidence.com/plan-your-trip/visitors-guide/
https://www.goprovidence.com/blog/
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